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A big hello to all, this last month has been computer Hexx-- as it managed to swallow my entire
run of information pages for 2018, things one needs to file business taxes, and such. I have
spent many days recreating it all, and have both a new respect for computers, and a dose of
contempt for them as well. Anyway, it is basically back to normal, though I have not been able
to get my e-mail program working, and am using my web mail-----but that means I can still get
a list out and will do so, in fact, here it is.
There have been a number of auctions this last year, and more slated for 2019, the DNW
auction for October is to be a super one, according to Peter Preston Morley.
But, a look at the 2018 auctions in the fall is very worthwhile.
There was an auction at Baldwin’s of St. James that contained more pieces from the Baldwin
basement. There were a dozen or so rarities in the English series, and a few in the Anglesey
series, all of them heavily sought. I did not bid in the sale, for two reasons, first, not much for
me this time, and second, I did not receive a catalogue of the sale. They do need to get it straight
just who needs which catalogues, I received around four of them for earlier sales that contained
material I was not interested in---and the next one should have been tokens, but it did not hit my
mailbox. Failing that, I looked for it on line, but it was not yet up, and I got busy and let it go at
that, just not to be.
The DNW sale was the best one that has come along in some time. Held Tuesday, 4
December, the tokens formed the collection of the late Sven Gahlin. Mr. Gahlin bought, over
many years, only really nice examples of the tokens he sought. He left a lot of secondary tokens
on the table, waiting for a better one. Thus, condition over the entire collection was amazing, he
did not “settle” for anything less than what he wished to have. I viewed the tokens on line, as I
did not make it to the UK this last year, and found that I could depend, nearly always, on getting
a super piece no matter what I bought.
Thus, I did bid in this sale, and gained 80 lots. Of course, I also bought other material as I went
along, a couple collections came my way as well, but what it means for you is that this list
contains everything from soup to nuts. For the high end collector, there are lots of choices and
for the budget collector some very nice EF and AU pieces at reasonable prices.
I hope you enjoy this list—I do hope you got the notice in time about the timing for the list to
be put up on my web site, it should have been in your inbox at least a week ago. Because of the
lack of access to my e-mail system, it was sent by my friend Eric Holcomb who seems to be
able to talk Computer very well-----when I cannot talk computer at all it seems.
As I write this, the nation is experiencing a deep freeze, one of which I have never seen the like.
I sure hope you are not in the way of it or survive it well. It seems we are challenged with
strange weather a good deal lately. My best to you all, Bill McKivor.
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CHESHAM
20
1795 Shield of arms//Lion atop castle. Luster, net is AU, $85.
SLOUGH
22
1794 Shield of Arms//Rampant Lion left. 60% red UNC $175
SLOUGH
23
1794 Red Lion Inn//Arms. UNC, some luster, minor ticks on reverse
rim, price EF at $80. Excellent buy! .
SLOUGH
27
1795 A Phoenix//Peckham’s Arms. Full luster, nice UNC $235.
CAMBRIDGE

KING’S COLLEGE 7. 1796 Penny Token. Two, your choice of a thin flan with full strike,
no marks, full luster----(hard to find the thin one with a full strike and completely
centered)---16.36G, Ex Sven Gahlin, superb.$375. Another, also full strike, tad
red, on a heavy 25.8g flan. Another choice UNC with full luster, $325.
BURLEIGH’S PENNY 9. 1799. Thomas Hobson on horseback//a water tower. Very minor
edge tics, piece is RR, and the surfaces and strike are perfect. I have owned a few
of these, most have some problems, this has nearly none. Very pretty, one that
Sven Gahlin kept as the best he found. You can own it, $895.
COUNTY 19a Wheat Sheaf//David Hood, &c. Usual weak wheat sheaf, lots of red in the
devices, nice luster—a weak strike on the center obverse, otherwise UNC $95.
COUNTY 36
Farthing. Druid//Beehive Reverse 100% red, obv 30% red, UNC $125.
CORNWALL

FALMOUTH
3
1797 Two headed Eagle//Falmouth Volunteers. Often comes very
worn, often a pocket piece. Two—GVF, tough grade $85---and a bronzed
UNC, seldom seen this nice. Opportunity either way----$325.
PENRYN 4
1794 Shield of Arms//Laureated bust, &c, for the Penryn Volunteer
Company. Two---Nice UNC, luster $175. Bronzed superb proof, $265.
DORSETSHIRE

POOLE
6
1795 Hope, Anchor//Arms. AU, nice $65. Minor spot, full UNC $75.
SHERBORNE 7 1793 PP &W Cypher//Spread Eagle. EF, Scarce $125.
SHERBORNE 9 1796 PP& W Cypher//Two headed Eagle. RARE, this one fading red
& brown, Ex Gahlin collection, superb UNC, no upgrade needed $350
POOLE
10
1795 Farthing, Hope, anchor, shield//Arms. Super full luster UNC $135.
DURHAM
STOCKTON 9
1794 Sir Bevois//Ship sailing. Original strike, around 3-4 known---Most of
these are restrikes, or counterfeits-- at any rate poor examples, always with a
garbled edge. This piece with a strong strike on a nice flan, tad red, ---the edge is a bit
garbled, but the words “At Kings Stockton” very readable, this NOT on the counterfeits
at all. Peter Preston-Morley at DNW knows of two. Here is your chance, “UNC” $695.
ESSEX

COLCHESTER 10
1794 Colchester Castle//A loom. Minor mks, nice luster UNC $95.
DUNMOW
11b 1793 Arms of Dunmow//A Flitch of Bacon. RARE, Brown with
full luster, very sharp UNC $275
HORNCHURCH 33 (ND) Edward IV//Arms of Hornchurch. Some red, luster UNC $155
MALDON
35
Arms, crest a peacock//Arms, the crest of the Watchmaker’s Guild.
Minor handling, UNC $175. Another, with 50% red on the obverse, 100% red on the
reverse, very choice UNC and hard to find this nice. Scarce token. $295.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
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GLOUCESTER VAR 1797 A very nice selection of Gloucester Pennies, all are under $200
with no problems, a couple with a minor problem a bit cheaper, all are UNC. #1, 2, 4, 5,
7, 8 9, 10, 11. Please ask and I will let you know if it is still here.
GLOUCESTER 21
1797 Gloucester Cathedral//Gorton’s Cypher. These often suffer
from weak strikes and problems, this one with a very small rim fault, but no other,
beautiful strike. Very pretty lustrous UNC $275.
BADMINTON
28
1796 George III//Pair of Scales. Bzd minor mks, UNC-AU $120.
BADMINTON
55
1796 Scales, 3 ½ Lbs//Scales, 6 ¼ Lbs. Tad red, UNC $145.
NEWENT
64
1796 Apple Tree// Circular Legend, Sharp R&B UNC $195.
HAMPSHIRE

EMSWORTH
13
1794 Earl Howe//Britannia. Some red, luster, lite handling AU $65.
EMSWORTH
23
1795 Earl Howe//Rule Britannia. Fading red UNC $110.
EMSWORTH
30
1795 A Ship sailing, Earl Howe. Really nice GEF, $55.
PORTSMOUTH 66
1797 Bust Admiral Jervis//Ship. Around 15 known, price guide has it
at $1250 or so, this is a full luster UNC, wonderful look and strike. Very minor scratch in
obv. field, Glossy brown, tinges of red, possibly finest known. RR+++ , $925.
PORTSEA
79a 1796 St. George, Dragon//Ship, fish. No marks, luster UNC $245.
SOUTHAMPTON 84 1790 Sir Bevois//Shield of Arms. RR, choice Bronzed UNC $325.
BOULTON’S
89
1791 Sir Bevois//Arms. AU, minor small tics, net EF $45.
W. COWES
94
1798 Bust of Fox/Arms of W. Cowes. Obverse sharp, some red. The
reverse a tad weak in one area ---but UNC versions of this piece seldom surface,
and any high grade example is rather rare. UNC $295.
NAVAL ¼ D
102a 1794 Earl Howe//Britannia. RARE plain edge. Ch UNC $155.
SOUTHAMPTON 117 1789 ¼ d---George III visited Southampton. RARE, EF+ $175.
This piece is gilt copper, the obverse with a little, the reverse with a lot. .
HEREFORD
These tokens, Hereford 1,2,3 and 4, comprise the entire penny section of the county. They have
a bull breaking its chains on the obverse, and an apple tree on the reverse. #1 is bronzed and
prooflike, and only a tad weak on tree, net GEF $275. The #2, scarce , is VF and $195.
The #3 is scarce, is GEF with a bit of weakness on the tree on the reverse, and is $355.
The #4, the most common piece, has three examples. First up, a GVF $185. Second is a really
nice UNC with full luster, some file marks on the rim, $375. Last offering, a #4, bronzed and
prooflike, fully struck both sides. A GEM UNC, seldom seen this good. $550.
KENT
DEAL
11
1794 Ship//Arms of the Cinque Ports. Tad soft on rev, UNC $115.
DEPTFORD
13
1795 Kentish men greet Wm III//Royal George. AU, tad weak, $75.
DIMCHURCH
15
1794 Justice Standing//Lamb, Cypher. Nice for issue, UNC $145.
FOLKESTONE 21
1796 Folkstone legend//Ships at Quay. As struck, including the super
original luster, super strike, wonderful look, all original, RR UNC $875.
HAWKHURST 30
1794 Cypher, Wheat sheaf//Kentish horse. UNC 50% red $145.
HYTHE
31
1794 Ancient Ship//Cinque Port Arms. Nice bronzed UNC $135
TENTERDEN
42
1796 Horses, dray, casks of beer//Brewer’s Arms. This piece with
some red, usual strike weakness on barrels. UNC, but price AU $120.

MIDDLESEX PENNY TOKENS
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This is a nice run of Middlesex penny tokens, nearly all of them from the Gahlin collection,
and almost all are new in my stock. I was very excited over the condition of these pieces and
got a bit carried away, buying quite a few. Some of them are listed here----Many RARE.
YOUNGS’S
39. 1794 View of St. Paul’s//Star in garter. Full luster UNC $135/
KEMPSON
53
ND Foundling Hospital/Arms. As struck, the obverse 100% red, the
reverse 70% red. Fully UNC--$225.
KEMPSON
60
ND St. Luke’s Hospital//Arms. On this I find a few small bag
marks, but the obverse is again, 100% red, piece is UNC, $185.
KEMPSON
66
ND St. Thomas’s Hospital//Arms. Nice luster, ch UNC $165.
KEMPSON
67
ND Trinity Almshouse//Arms. And this too with 100% red obverse,
and 40% red reverse. Nice surfaces. All Gahlin collection. $225.
WESTMINSTER--70
1797 Justice Standing//Westminster Bridge. Super surfaces and
wonderful luster, UNC $395.
WESTMINSTER—71 1797 Justice Standing//Black Friar’s Bridge. R&B, with very nice
surfaces, a keeper at $395.
KEMPSON
78
1797 Justice Standing//Ludgate. Nice R&B UNC, no mks $250
KEMPSON
80
1797 Justice Standing//Newgate, as repaired. Some red in the
devices, nice surfaces UNC $250.
London & Westminster—84 1797 Trinity House//City Arms. Very sharp, virtually as
struck. Prooflike red and brown, super look UNC $450.
London &Westminster ---89 1797 The Tower of London----//City Arms. This has to be one
of the most looked for token among collectors of this series, a startlingly wonderful
pictorial of the building with flags flying---a NO problem piece, the reverse is Red
and Brown, the obverse 100% RED, full luster, the best I have seen. $695.
London & Westminster---103 Ironmonger’s Hall//City Arms. Brown, luster, reverse is a tad
off center, no marks on the piece, fully UNC $375.
GLOBE
122 1797--Chester, front view, E Gate//Globe. UNC—not a mark, all
brown but fully lustrous, Superb for this piece $550.
GLOBE
123 1797--Durham, Barnard Castle/Globe. One minor scratch, otherwise
as made, superb, with the obverse R&B, choice UNC $425.
GLOBE
138 1795 Guildford Tower “Surry” //Globe. Full strike with strong
original luster, a bronzed UNC example. $425.
SKIDMORE’S
154 ND--Home of David Garrick//Arms. Super, as struck UNC $395.
SKIDMORE’S
155 ND--House of Lords//Arms. As struck, full original luster, the obverse
is 100% Red, the reverse R&B. Early strike with the unflawed reverse. UNC $550.
SKIDMORE’S
156 ND---Ruins of Fort George (Inverness)//Arms. Lightly lacquered, the
piece is 100% red and amazing in quality, also very RARE. UNC $650.
NATIONAL
177 George III//Visited St. Paul’s. 80% gilt, net is EF $95
NATIONAL
185 George III//”When we forget him” &c. EF, $75.
POL-SOCIAL
225 Bust of Fox//”Resistless Speaker” &c. This piece 95% red overall,
and will not disappoint. $375. This piece is RR.
POL-SOCIAL
226 Admiral Gardener standing//Fox, pole, &c. Super images, this piece is
fully RED and fully UNC, $525. More of the same next list------

MIDDLESEX HALFPENNIES
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BIGGAR’S
256 1796---Spring Garden coffee house//Biggar’s Army list. EF $135.
BURCHELL’S
260 ND--Sugar Plums for Worms//Anodyne necklace. Featured mercury
both to wear and ingest!! A quack medical device. No hole variety nice UNC $135.
CHELSEA
277 1795---Sailor with a wooden leg petitioning Britannia//Hope, Anchor,
&c, a nice full luster UNC, super $135.
Filtering STONE 293 1795 a Filtering Stone//Legends. 30% Red UNC $125/
DAVIDSON’S
295 1795 Female, sword/ Hands hold triangle. R&B UNC $110.
DODD’S
300 ND---Bust of Handel//Harp, &c. Thin flan, decent rev strike, but net is
AU $55. UNC on a thick flan and fully struck, rev 100% red, nice $155.
EATON’S
301 1795 Bust Eaton//Cock and Swine---Eaton was a book and pamphlet
seller arrested for selling forbidden material, This token UNC $145.
FORSTER
302` 1795 A crown, musical notes to “God Save the King”(which you can
play on the piano)///Crest of the Prince of Wales. Some red, super UNC $175
HALL’S
315 1795 Sir Jefferey Dunstan//Hall’s &c. tad handled UNC $120.
HENDON
324 1794 A Church//A Greyhound. Decent strike on the dog GEF $110.
HESLOP’S
336b ND Man and Monkey “Can you do this”//Heslop’s –great imaging,
bronzed, luster UNC $145.
KELLY’S
345 ND Man with a harnessed horse//Saddle, spurs &c. UNC $135.
LYCEUM
362a ND Performer standing on galloping horse//man stands on his head
on the point of a sword----Theatre performance, R&B UNC $135/
MASONIC
370 1790 Freemason’s Arms//Cupid, masonic emblems. AU+ $75
MOORE’S
389a 1795 Girl making lace//Scroll. Prooflike R&B UNC $175.
PIDCOCK
414 ND Lion Couchant//Eagle, wings spread. Nice luster UNC $165.
PIDCOCK’S
457 1801 The Wanderow (Ape)//A Cockatoo. Obv UNC, rev AU $195.
RICHARDSON’S 467 1795 Fortune with lottery wheels//Goodluck &c. Super surfaces, and
excellent luster, UNC $165. I have paper ads for this firm, if interested.
SHACKLETON 477a ND Arms//A Candle Mold. Luster, few mks, UNC, nice $95
SIM’S
478a ND Bust Garrick//Tragic and Comic masks. Tad rub, nice $65
SKIDMORE
492 17-97 Busts of the King and Queen of France//A Register stove.
Very tiny dig on one cheek. Rest, lovely surfaces, tad red, UNC RR, $295
SKIDMORE
522a 1795 St. Paul, Covent Garden// same view but burned down.
All brown, reverse with 3-4 marks in field, Net is EF $75/
CHURCH
671 ND St. John’s Church//Skidmore. 80% RED, UNC $185.
SPENCE 689 1794 Bust Spence//Men dancing, tree. Red in devices. Luster UNC $325.
SPENCE 690b 1794 Bust Spence//Shepherd. No marks, spots, nice all brown UNC $275.
SPENCE 742 1796 A Coining press//Highlander. Some red, usual die flaw. UNC $375
SPENCE 744 1795 Deserted Village//Britannia. Sharp strike UNC $375. No flaws
SPENCE 795 1795 Heads of a man and an ass conjoined, //Heads of Pitt and Fox---do
you suppose they mean the same thing? Super strikes, brown UNC, nice $355.
STINTON’S
904 1795 a Grasshopper//Stinton’s. Nice strike, luster UNC $145.
NATIONAL
960 ND Prince of Wales//Crowned triangle, &c, Net AU RR, $175
Books will return next list. If you have a need for a D&H, I have them available for $135
including post to the USA. Check the last couple lists on line for others possibly here.

MIDDLESEX----FARTHINGS.
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DENTON’S
1057 1795 Deformed Dwarf/We three blockheads. Mark rev, so EF $75.
ORCHARD’S
1060 1796 Man in hat//RO cypher. Red in devices, nice UNC $145.
ORCHARD’S
1063 1804 Tea warehouse//bust Orchard. Luster, tone spot, UNC $135
PIDCOCK’S
1066 ND Elephant/Two headed cow-- full strike, luster UNC $145
SPENCE
1078 1794 Bust Spence//King on a donkey. Red in devices, full strike with
no problems, UNC $195 Another, lightly cleaned UNC, net GEF $125.
SPENCE
1083 ND Adam and Eve//Pig trampling crown. AU+++ $155.
SPENCE
1092 ND “Even Fellows”//Britannia seated. Original, R&B UNC $245
SPENCE
1112 1795 Three Thomas’s//King on a Donkey—nice UNC $145.
NORWICH--

NORWICH
12
1794 Castle, Bridge// Hanging Fleece. Luster, nice UNC $120.
NORWICH
19
1794 Key, archway// Plough, shuttle. R&B UNC, nice $155
NORWICH
21
1794 Stocking, glove &xc//Female, globe &c. tad red AU $85
NORWICH
23b
ND A Bottle//Hope Standing. Nice surfaces, brown UNC $115.
NORWICH
28
1792 Arms of Norwich//Shopfront in a circle. Net GEF, $75.
YARMOUTH
54a 1796 Female, scroll//Asia, Africa, America, Britannia. Proof-like
bronzed UNC, ex Dr. Richard Doty with his round ticket. Ch. UNC $225.
NORTHUMBERLAND
MATHER’S
1.
1797 Justice, shield//Mather, Ironmonger. This the very RARE
copper version, full luster, full strike, and seldom found. $825.
NEWCASTLE
7
1796 a Sailor, //a Cat. 1813 inked on obverse field, but the cat is not
disturbed---lightly lacquered UNC, $450. RARE
NEWCASTLE ¼ d 34 1796 A barge//kneeling slave!! RARE—Brown choice UNC $375.
OXFORDSHIRE and RUTLAND

BANBURY 1 ND
Bust Wm. Rusher//The Sun. Red in all devices, UNC $155
RUTLAND 1 ND
Col. Noel, &xc//Whose example—RARE, no problems—EF//GVF,
rev tad weak on strike. Really nice for issue $210.
SOMERSETSHIRE

.

BATH
PENNY
8
1794 A Camel//India House. Very small field tics but UNC, at
$145, or a super luster no problem UNC at $245. #8 is common, not RRR--BATH ½ d.
26. 1794 Garden Gate//Tree---a fully Gilt example, very flashy, the
gilding aftermarket but nicely done, essentially UNC $250.
BATH
28. ND Glover/s &c//39 Milsom St. Luster, tiny marks, AU $65.
BATH
39
1794 Bust Blaudud//Tea Urn. UNC, few hairlines, net AU $75
BATH
40
1795 Bust Blaudud//New Pump Room. Large flan, AU $65.
BATH
45
1796 Blaudud//Walcott Turnpike token. AU, nice $210. Scarce.
BATH
50c 1794 Camel//India House. Great luster, UNC $135.
BATH
79
ND Building, Private Baths/Arms of Bath. Brown UNC $135.
BRIDGEWATER 86
1794 Part of a Castle//Post Office. AU $65. Nice UNC $135.
“DUNKIKRE”
107 1795 Hanging Fleece//Dunkirk factory. Token miss-spells to form
Dunkikre on the token. All red, and uncirculated, but possibly cleaned, looks nice. $150
way too cheap if the red is all original, if not it is fair. So, $150.

SUFFOLK
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BECCLES
16a 1795 Front of a church//A Bridge. Tad weak strike, net AU $55.
BLYTHING
19
1794 Mounted Yeoman//castle in garter. Full luster, brn $125.
BUNGAY
22d 1794 Justice Standing//Bigod’s Castle. 50% red, super UNC $155.
BURY
29
ND Ancient Gateway//A book. Luster, usual strike AU $85.
BURY
30
1795 Arm, auction hammer/Hope standing. Lightly granular in the
fields, but nice luster, and UNC $95.
HAVERHILL
31
1794 Man in loom/Pro bono publico. UNC/AU $50, EF $40.
WARWICKSHIRE----Pennies, and a 2 shilling sixpence//Halfpence, at #86
WORKHOUSE 1.
1788 Female gives alms to boy and man//Cypher, 2 shillings
sixpence. Brass, AU, really nice $195.
KEMPSON
20
1796 Lion sleeping in cave//JK Cypher. Nice UNC $185.
WYON
25
1796 An Obelisk//TW Cypher. Minor marks, no rub UNC $185
Birmingham POET 30 ND Bust of the poet//The bard, &c. EF, some edge tics, $65.
Monster Sedition 34
1791 White Metal. The Monster Sedition//a Snake in the Grass. A
token born from the Birmingham Riots the same year. This piece with 50% original flash, no
pesting, the toning is not even dark, very close to being called UNC, and I think it is. The
copper versions are into four figures, this nearly that but you can buy this superb White Metal
version of the token in super condition and great eye appeal for $775.
COVENTRY
38a St. Michael’s Church//View of the Chancel. Comments: The last two
of these I have owned have been very special, this one the latest and amazing. Bronzed, great
color and luster, no marks, simply a GEM, and on a large piece such as this is, that is hard to
find. As you might expect, it is ex Gahlin, and is perhaps the best one I have ever seen for
quality , color, and strike—though the last one was that as well. Most of them have minor
defects at the least, this one does not have one I can find. Also, Being bronzed, which most are
not, makes it special. It is not possible to upgrade, yours for $950, and worth it.
MINING
86
1792 Woman, Fasces// Stork. Near UNC, GEF, $75.
MINING
87
1792 Design as the last, RR variety, only GF, a tough find $75.
MINING
116 1793 Design as the last. Superb, choice UNC $165.
HALLAN’S
128 1792 Dealer in Staffordshire ware//Payable at the intelligence office.
Obv R&B, rev weak as always, This one UNC/AU, rare condition. $175.
LUTWYCHE’S 219 ND A coining press//Moneta seated. Some red but AU, just $85.
COVENTRY
236 1792 Lady Godiva//Elephant, Castle. Luster, AU++ $125.
COVENTRY
242 1793 Lady Godiva//Elephant, Castle. R&B UNC $155
COVENTRY
243 1793 Lady Godiva//Elephant, Castle. RARE, nice AU $110.
COVENTRY
293 1797 Ford’s Hospital//Arms of Coventry. PL luster UNC $155.
COVENTRY
295a 1797 St. Mary Hall//Arms. Obv nice, rev rough, RARE UNC $75
NEWTON
317 1796 Arms, wreath//Woolpack. 48 struck. RARE---R&B, UNC—
but it looks like it suffered an old cleaning.. Sharp looking though, only $350.
WILKINSON
389 1792 Bust Wilkinson//Man at Forge. Prooflike bronzed UNC $250.
WILKINSON
393a 1793 Wilkinson//Man at forge. Nice bronzed Proof, minor scr, $165.
BIRINGHAM
479 1792 Farthing---General Elliott//Fleur de Lis. Ex Longman
collection.A very choice brown UNC, RARE, $225.

YORKSHIRE
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HULL
17
1791 Equestrian Statue of Wm III//Arms of Hull. This piece, and the
next three, all have the same design. This, a bronzed UNC, strong reverse, $155
HULL
18
1791 As the last, but a RARE variety. GVF but hard to locate $145.
HULL
19
1791 As the last, obv slightly different. AU+ $65.
HULL
21
1791 As the last, choice strike and surfaces, luster, super UNC $165.
PALEY’S
44
1791 Bishop Blaze//Arms, hanging fleece. RARE, tad red UNC
$145.
PALEY’S
48
1791 Bishop Blaze//Arms, hanging fleece. All brown GVF $75
SHEFFIELD
57
1794 Men at anvil,//crossed arrows in shield. Obverse always a bit
flatly stuck, grade is by reverse on these. EF, or better, $75.
ANGLESEY
PENNY TOKENS
ANGLESEY
4
1787 Druid//Cypher. One of the pattern pieces struck by Williams to
pay the workers at the mine. Early piece, and a RARE variety. Gemmy UNC $495
ANGLESEY
6
1787 Druid//Cypher. Another pattern, RARE, perhaps a bit more so
than the #4, much proof-like luster, super piece UNC $495.
ANGLESEY
18
1787 Druid//Cypher. Full luster business strike, UNC $145.
ANGLESEY
457 1791 Druid//Cypher, a FARTHING, full luster, UNC $185
SCOTLAND
ANGUSSHIRE 6
1798 Penny Token--- Bust Lord Duncan// Adam and Eve by tree.
Elusive piece, (RARE) this one with literally NO flaws, bronzed, good luster, UNC $895.
DUNDEE
10
1795 St. Mary’s Tower//Harbor scene. Full strike, Bzd UNC $265
DUNDEE
18
1797Ancient Fortress//Man working flax. Tad weak strike, UNC $155
MONTROSE
34
1799 Lunatic Hospital//Arms. Only Fine really, but also only $35.
ANGUSSHIRE 39bis ND Farthing!! A Sentinel standing//Scales. Nice GVF, $55.
FIFESHIRE
2
1797 Burntisland. A Carboy//Vitriol Company &c. AEF $55.
INVERNESS
1b
1793 Rose and Thistle//Cornucopia. Bronzed, tad die rust, UNC $125
INVERNESS
2a
1794 Rose and Thistle//Cornucopia. R&B UNC $115.
LANARKSHIRE 2a
1791 A River God//Arms of Glasgow. Nice UNC $145
LANARKSHIRE 9.
1791 A River God//Britannia. Tad off center, but sharp, UNC $110.
LOTHIAN
1
1796 A Filtering Stone//Shield, grapes. Extremely rare UNC, $265.
LOTHIAN
7
1797 Gardener with spade//University bldg.. 2 tiny tics UNC $125.
LOTHIAN
14a 1796 Turk smoking a pipe//Snuff Jar. Nice, nets AU $115.
LOTHIAN
25
1790 St. Andrew, cross//Tower in a shield. 100% RED UNC $250
LOTHIAN
50
1791 St Andrew, Cross//A Ship. UNC $125.
PERTH
1
1797 Man Fishing, net//Bridge—Choice UNC, rare grade $425.
IRELAND

DROGHEDA
5
1792 Woman, Harp//Cypher. Rough flan but very nice strike for one
of these rather poorly made pieces Nets an easy EF, all on the flan, Nice $165. Lists RR.
DUBLIN
231 ND—Camac, Kyan &c, //John of Gaunt. EX Doty. GVF $55.
DUBLIN
380 1792 Swords//Cypher. Strong VF, lists RARE, $145.
WICKLOW
18
1789 Bishop Blaze//Miner’s Arms, blazing bronzed Proof!! $350.
DUBLIN
388 ND Farthing. T.O Bryan, //A chalice. 70% RED UNC, RARE, $375.
BOOKS----THEY SHALL RETURN NEXT LIST. The new D&H available here $135.

17th Century Tokens
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Buckinghamshire W134 Edward Purcell//of Thornbovrh 1/2d. 1668. VF, nice $135.
Buckinghamshire W166 Frances Ingeby in Wickvm Parish. 1666. About good. $45.
Dorsetshire W9
The Borovgh of Blandford there corperation//farthing for the vse of ye
poore 1669. GF, nice example, $55.
Dorsetshire W53
The Armes of Dorchester//A Dorchester Farthing. 1669 AVF $55
Hertfordshire W18
Thomas Ravens of//Barkway—Chandler. Porous, strong F, $85
Hertfordshire W157
Iohn Skidmore//in Rickmansworth his half peny. VF, nice $125.
Hertfordshire W173
Edward Camfield//in Saint Albans. 1656 (a rose). Luster, EF, $150.
Gloucestershire W163 This Farthing is owned by Tetbury//Ye Armes of that Borouvh. Not
said, but a public farthing, 1669. Also, it is VF, a very strong grade. $65.
Lincolnshire W90
Thomas Johnson of//Gainsbovrgh his half peny. ( Mercer’s Arms), the
date is 1666. Rare type, Fine, $185.
Lincolnshire W96
A half peny to be exchaingd//by ye overseers of the poore. 1667, with
the arms of Grantham, a Checkerboard. Strong VF, nice $95.
Lincolnshire W132
Iohn Smith //of Horrncastel. (Dolphin) 1669. RARE, nice Fine, $145.
Suffolk W288
Nicholas Shepherd//in Saxmvndham. (Draper’s Arms) ND. Fine, $38.
Sussex W62
Thomas Spatehvrst//in Chichester.1667 ½ d. (a leg, stocking) VF $110.
19th Century penny and halfpenny tokens
Listed by Withers, 1999
W-7
ND----Yorkshire, Barnsley. Man in loom//Value one penny. GVF $65.
W-11
ND==Yorkshire, Barnsley. Man in loom//Value 1d. small clip, GVF nice $55.
W-412
1812----Bradford Workhouse countermarks on a AF Union penny. $45.
W-415
1811--Somerset, Bristol. 1d. George III//Arms of Bristol, nice AEF $45.
W-837
ND—Robert Warren’s Liquid blacking.(bottle) Warren was listed at his shop in
1822, so he can be dated. This piece UNC, seldom seen thus, $120. ½ d.
W840
ND, but around 1810. Mail Coach Office—Lad Lane London. Two images, a
swan with two necks on one side, a coach and four on the other. ½ d Nice AU $75.
W845
1811. Thomas Wood, auctioneer//View of the old stock exchange. ½ d.AU, $45.
W905 1d. 1811 Norwich, Barker. (2 sheep)//(view of Norwich castle). Barker was a woolen
draper in Norwich. Great images, popular token. AEF $75. Choice UNC $260.
W910
ND Robert Blake, Norwich. A twopence, some marks but a GVF $55.
W950
1813 J. M. Fellows. Arms//A Castle. Nottingham. Marks,VF+ $75.
W1085
1813 Staffordshire Pottery. (Building size pottery kiln)//1d &c. These are very
RARE---, and this piece fully struck and UNC, yours at $750.
W1158
1811 St Mathew’ Church//Walsall penny &c. (The Church). Luster UNC $245.
W1200
1811 Weybridge Mill. ( View of the Mill)// Value, id. Lustrous UNC $245.
W1685
1814 Penny token, A monogram on the obverse, Ship on the reverse. Thought to
be struck by Halliday, as a token for Canada, but it somehow did not work out,
leaving this token to be an extreme rarity RR+. A GVF. My only one ever $350.
W-unlisted 1814 A Walworth Farthing, found in the Davis book as #8, and listed as RARE to
RRR, James Bean, Walworth road, Surrey. Tobacco &c. R&B, AU rarity, $175.
W-Appendix #1, addenda #2. Morston, Suffolk, William Buck. 1817. He owned the “anchor”
pub and a ship. Token obv (Pint), Reverse a ship. Token is UNC, super $355.

The Fun Stuff
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CORNWALL—TRURO CATHEDRAL----TWO 45mm copper medals, each with a view of
Truro Cathedral---The first reverse with information, Prince of Wales laying the
Foundation stone, 1880, and Consecration in 1887-------The second medal with
the bust of John Gott, the Bishop of Truro, 1891. Both medals by H Venn, in
original cases with his sticker inside the lids. Medals and cases as new, one lid not
latching though----Sold as a pair, $325.
JOHN HAMPDEN----A leading parliamentarian politician of his day who challenged the
authority of King Charles I. He stood trial in 1637 for his refusal to pay the ship
money tax. When BHM was written, they noted that the only specimen of this
medal was in the Ashmolean Museum. Since that writing, two or three more have
been reported but needless to say it is not a medal you will easily find. Dalton and
Hamer list a token with the tomb of Hampden on the reverse, Middlesex 1040,
with no comment as to why he was important. Anyway, here is the medal, in
bronzed copper, 54mm--- Bust Hampden, his birth and death dates on the obverse,
reverse with a wreath, no legends. This example was in the Baldwin vaults, and
we know of one or two others supposedly seen---but your chance here to get a real
rarity. The medal is as new, no disappointments, $385.
QUEEN MARY----In this case, the ship, at launch in 1936, a bronze 70mm medal. The obverse
with the ship in view, the reverse with shields, one with a rampant lion holding the
world in his paws, and a window with a view of the New York Harbor, to which
she sailed on her maiden voyage. The medal is new. It I in the original case, which
is also like new, in a box as well also new. Finest example seen. Yours, $450.
JAMES WATT---A 55mm bronzed medal, bronzed finish, with the bust of Chantrey on the
obverse. He was a sculpturist, who did a monument to Watt, with Watt sitting on a
plinth studying. This sculpture of Watt is quite famous, the medal made to honor
Chantry is deserved, and his Watt work wonderful. Struck by Wyon, the medal is
like new, and has been in my collection for years. Just $125.
LAWN BOWLING IN SCOTLAND---A silver prize medal, 1874. The center engraved to show
a player about to bowl, the reverse is blank. In an ornate thistle border, with a loop
and a ring, it is, as described, 66X22 mm, Glasgow hallmarks. A delightful image,
each of these is unique for one participant to win, GVF, to UNC $240.
SATIRICAL MEDAL---Licentious Liberty is destruction, the obverse of this 49mm White
Metal medal has a man with no head standing, his head below, and the devil at his
side, considered a “French Aristocrat” in thought----The reverse with a scene of a
British family having a nice evening at home, the children absorbed in play, the
woman at the spinning wheel, the man having a drink---the legend around “The
Land we Live in and may those who don’t like it leave it”---from 1795, during the
French revolution with worry that it might spread to England. The medal is bright,
some toning, thus GEF. Certainly a good look at the thinking of the time, and the
medal in far nicer shape than usually seen $445.
DUKE OF BEFORD CHARTER----800th anniversary medals, 51mm, one in silver, the other
gilt bronze. The charter given by Henry II in 1166, the medals thus struck in 1966.
Bedford’s charter included Russell Square and more. Medals as struck, $115 pair.

FUN STUFF------ Continued------PAGE ELEVEN----Twopence---George III, 1797 Soho Mint. Peck KT4, #1077. A business strike, one very tiny
dig otherwise super surfaces. Very light wear, nearly EF but not quite there, the
rims clean with no tics. A good type piece, yours for $395.
Twopence---this one engraved, “Daniel Wren” on the reverse, the obverse with “Kiswick” and
at 90 degrees, “Richardson”. The 1797 coin undertype about VG. $125.
MEDAL---- The Statue of Liberty. Obverse, bust of the sculptor, Bartholdi. Reverse, The
Statue of Liberty in place in the harbor in New York. White Metal, nearly new
with nearly no distractions, tough to find like this. These medals were sold at the
dedication ceremony and unveiling, 4 July,1884. 38mm, hfs. AU+++ $250.
MEDAL---A satirical single sided medal done in the late 19th century and based on a 18th
century piece. This is silver, uniface---the obverse with a swain looking at his hired
musician playing his instrument, his intended amour on a balcony above the
musician, and she is emptying her chamber pot on him. We all know the intended
lover has no chance at all---This piece 36mm. and UNC--- $200.
SUEZ CANAL----TWO TOKENS, issued by Lavalley & Company, in 1865. Both are
exceedingly rare, a 1 Franc token is 27.5mm and is brass, sailing ship on the
reverse, 24 sided piece. EF+ $395. A companion, also Lavalley & Co., with the
ship reverse, dated 1865, is for 50 francs and is 21mm. tad luster GVF, $295.
MEDAL---Capture of Ghent by M. Mauger---- Obv, Bust to right//Reverse, Warrior King,
Queen and lion below, Capture of Ghent. 1628. A restrike around 1678 or so, This
medal a sharp proof, copper, 41mm. Bargain $145.
MEDAL
Gifford’s Balloon---Sold to those who took a “ride” in this fixed tether balloon
over the city of Paris in 1878. The medal as new, gilt, 51mm, Bargain $145.
LOVE TOKENS---First, a blank, probably a shaved counterfeit halfpenny---One side, doves,
hearts, cupid/s arrows, “for this is love, let us be” the other side, Thomas
Payswater, Dolly Smith. 1777. Some luster!! GVF $295. Next, On a Conder
token, Liverpool reverse, 1791---the obverse planed off, “Mary Picop, Ann Lord
1792. This piece $275. The last one also on a Conder Token, reverse is a
Liverpool piece also dated 1791, planed off obverse, Sam Wallin, Sarah Crafter—
two hearts united, March 10 1793. $275. Love tokens rare on 18th C tokens.
Zepplin------Bust of Eckener//Zepplin over the world. Silver 36mm world flight, EF $295
Zepplin------Bust of Count Von Zepplin----bronze 33.5mm, the reverse 2 Zepplins and an
aeroplane, bombing England during WWI. Thus, though undated, 1914-1917.
This piece UNC, or close to it, KAI-429. Fairly rare item $245.
Zepplin medal---K-47, 1909, Bust Von Zepplin//a Zepplin over German, the flight from
Freidrichshafen to Berlin, boy with tablet below. This is a R&B UNC $325.
Odd medal—A 39mm, aluminum medal---obverse with a man pushing a wheelbarrow with
what looks like a pyramid in it----The reverse with information, The fellow is Colonial Jack,
and he is pushing his “Sphinx” in a wheelbarrow, walking around the border of the USA,
distance 9000 miles, and taking 400 days to do it. The medal is dated 1908, but no reason why
he is doing this or if the walk was completed is said. EF or so, nice and bright. $110.
British Bank token-----George III//1 shilling, sixpence. Luster, UNC 1916. $175
Thanks for looking, keep warm-----Bill

TERMS OF SALE
The Conder Token Collector’s Club invites you to join----Three or more Journals
professionally produced, articles, and ads. $25 or $30 per year. Contact me if interested.
Abbreviations and Grading
The English grading system is used on all tokens, but the grading abbreviations are USA. A British EF is an
American AU, and can be a token with slight rub, or as good as MS62. SCR=scratch. Hfs, holed for suspension.
Rm= Rim nick. UNC, no wear. AU—tad rub. EF, light circulation over all. VF Very fine. F=fine. VG=Very
good, G=good. A GVF= Good Very fine, and is better than a VF but not as good as an EF.
All tokens guaranteed genuine, and descriptions correct. Tokens may be returned within 30 days of receipt for
any reason, and refunds will be prompt. All coins and tokens guaranteed genuine for life. Your satisfaction is
far more important than a sale. No discounts are given for the first 30 days of the sale.
All orders will be shipped upon receipt of payment to Bill McKivor in US funds. Please do not mail cash.
Shipping charges---$7 minimum. $15 for not signed for orders to $500 value. Signed for, $500+, $18. Over
$600 in value will be sent Registered, $18 plus insurance, thus $20 and UP.
Foreign orders now $30 minimum. Book shipping prices, by weight and volume if out of the USA.

ORDERING
Please give the list #, the MAJOR HEADING, minor heading, D&H number, and price when
ordering---- if by mail, send to Bill McKivor, PO Box 46135, Seattle, WA 98146.
By Phone----(206) 244 8345 10AM-9PM Pacific Coast Time.
By E-mail, to copperman@thecoppercorner.com. This method preferred.

THE COPPER CORNER
PO BOX 46135
SEATTLE, WA 98146

